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DISEASES OF WOMEN. By H. S. Crossen and R. J. Crossen.
The C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, 1941. 9th Ed., pp. xiv + 948.
$12.50.
Any American medical text which runs to nine editions may be said to
have attained notable success. A survey of the present edition by these
authors reveals that such achievement is well deserved. According to the
authors' foreword their aim has been to present the material in a practical
way so that in the daily handling of patients the newer advances in knowledge
may be used with effectiveness and understanding. This has been done and
special attention has been given to the recent developments in the fields of
biology and physiology as they apply to gynecology. Another most useful
and effective part of the work is that relating to gynecologic examination and
diagnosis. This is written in a concise and clear manner reflecting in its
excellence the sound and extensive clinical experience of the authors. Other
chapters are of equal merit and of course of no less importance. This work is
a fine addition toour medical literature in a fieldwhere changes in fundamental
concepts are today relatively rapid. While it must be evident that this
reviewer is enthusiastic concerning the text it is with regret that a like feeling
does not extend to many of the methods used in illustrating the work. The
use of photography as a means of pictorial expression has in this day been
developed far beyond what is displayed here and a medical public aware of
this cannot but be critical of this work. Many of the illustrations represent
copies of half-tones found in other American texts, a money-saving device to
be sure, but quite incapable of giving good clear results. In many instances
such reproductions involve descriptive printing in drawings and these are so
badly reproduced as to be unreadable. Occasionally such drawings are
reproduced as to be entirely commendable, especially those by the master
Brodel, and should embellish such texts for a long time to come. Photographs
apparently made in the authors' own clinic often leave much to be desired.
Many illustrations are well done, however, and the colored drawings which
are represented are splendid. It is unfortunate that the excellence of the
one should so emphasize the poor quality of the other. HERBERT THOMS.
THE MAN WHO LIVED FOR TOMORROW: A BIOGRAPHY OF
WILLIAM HALLOCK PARK, M.D. By Wade W. Oliver. E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York, 1941. Pp. 488. $3.75.
This is a biography of William Hallock Park. But it is much more than
that. Not only do we find a delightful account of the wisdom, and the vision,
and the work of a man of science, but we can read here the history of a phil-
osophy, no less than the history of the public health laboratory and the history
of diphtheria control. When we read that Doctor Park was "a perfect type